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Abstract
We consider Farey series of rational numbers in terms of fractal sets labeled
by the Hausdorff dimension with values defined in the interval 1 < h < 2 and
associated with fractal curves. Our results come from the observation that
the fractional quantum Hall effect-FQHE occurs in pairs of dual topological
quantum numbers, the filling factors. These quantum numbers obey some
properties of the Farey series and so we obtain that the universality classes
of the quantum Hall transitions are classified in terms of h. The connection
between Number Theory and Physics appears naturally in this context.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We have obtained from physical considerations about fractional quantum Hall efffect, a
mathematical result related to the Farey series of rational numbers [1]. According to our
approach the FQHE occurs in pairs of dual topological quantum numbers, the filling factors.
These parameters characterize the quantization of the Hall resistance in some systems of the
condensed matter under lower temperatures and intense external magnetic fields. The filling
factor is defined by f = N φ0
φ
, where N is the electron number, φ0 is the quantum unit of flux
and φ is the flux of the external magnetic field throughout the sample. In our formulation
the filling factor gets its topological character from the parameter h to be defined.
We can check that all experimental data for the occurrence of FQHE satisfies a symme-
try principle discovered by us, that is, the duality symmetry between universal classes h of
particles or quasiparticles with any value of spin [1–5]. For example, we have the dual filling
factors
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etc.
On the other hand, in Ref. [1] we have considered the filling factors into equivalence
classes labeled by h and so, we can estimate the occurrence of FQHE, just taking into
account a fractal spectrum and a duality symmetry between the classes. A relation between
equivalence classes h and the modular group [6,1] for the quantum phase transitions of the
FQHE was also noted. As a consequence, the parameter h classifies the universality class
of these transitions. Another approach in the literature [7] has considered Cantor sets in
connection with the FQHE and some relation with the Farey sequences.
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II. HAUSDORFF DIMENSION, FRACTAL SETS AND FAREY SERIES
Now, considering fractal curves in connection with quantum paths, we have defined a
fractal spectrum, which relates the parameter h and the spin s of the particle through the
spin-statistics relation defined by ν = 2s = 2 φ′
φ0
, where φ′ is the magnetic flux associated to
the charge-flux system. Follows that,
h− 1 = 1− ν, 0 < ν < 1; h− 1 = ν − 1, 1 < ν < 2; (1)
h− 1 = 3− ν, 2 < ν < 3; h− 1 = ν − 3, 3 < ν < 4; (2)
h− 1 = 5− ν, 4 < ν < 5; h− 1 = ν − 5, 5 < ν < 6; (3)
h− 1 = 7− ν, 6 < ν < 7; h− 1 = ν − 7, 7 < ν < 8; (4)
etc.
where h is a fractal parameter or Hausdorff dimension defined into the interval 1 < h < 2.
According to our approach there is a correspondence between f and ν, numerically f = ν.
The fractal curve is continuous and nowhere differentiable, it is self-similar, it does not
depend on the scale and has fractal dimension just in that interval. Given a closed path
with length L and resolution R, the fractal properties of this curve can be determined by
h− 1 = lim
R→0
lnL/l
lnR
, (5)
where l is the usual length for the resolution R and the curve is covering with l/R spheres
of diameter R.
Farey series Fn of order n is the increasing sequence of irreducible fractions in the range
0 to 1 whose denominators do not exceed n. They satisfy the properties
P1. If ν1 =
p1
q1
and ν2 =
p2
q2
are two consecutive fractions p1
q1
>p2
q2
, then |p2q1 − q2p1| = 1.
P2. If p1
q1
, p2
q2
, p3
q3
are three consecutive fractions p1
q1
>p2
q2
>p3
q3
, then p2
q2
= p1+p3
q1+q3
.
P3. If p1
q1
and p2
q2
are consecutive fractions in the same sequence, then among all fractions
between the two, p1+p2
q1+q2
is the unique reduced fraction with the smallest denominator.
Let us consider the fractal spectrum and the duality symmetry between the sets h, defined
by h˜ = 3− h, so we have the following
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Theorem:
The elements of the Farey series Fn of the order n, belong to the fractal sets, whose
Hausdorff dimensions are the second fractions of the fractal sets. The Hausdorff dimension
has values within the interval 1 < h < 2, which are associated with fractal curves.
For example, consider the Farey series of order 6 for any interval
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Then, we obtain fractal sets labeled by the Hausfdorff dimension
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Observe that the sets are dual sets and, in particular, we have a fractal selfdual set, with
Hausdorff dimension h = 3
2
. Thus, in this way we can extract for any Farey series of rational
numbers, taking into account the fractal spectrum and the duality symmetry between sets,
fractal sets whose Hausdorff dimension is the second fraction of the set.
By another method, we have obtained for fractons or charge-flux systems, that is, par-
ticles with any value of spin defined in two-dimensional multiply connected space, a fractal
distribution function [1,2]
5
n =
1
Y [ξ]− h
(7)
where Y [ξ] satisfies the equation
ξ =
{
Y [ξ]− 1
}h−1{
Y [ξ]− 2
}2−h
(8)
and ξ = exp {(ǫ− µ)/KT} has the usual definition.
This quantum-geometrical description of the statistical laws of nature is associated with
a fractal von Neumann entropy per state in terms of the average occupation number
SG[h, n] = K
[
[1 + (h− 1)n] ln
{
1 + (h− 1)n
n
}
− [1 + (h− 2)n] ln
{
1 + (h− 2)n
n
}]
. (9)
An interesting point is that the solutions for the algebraic equations given by the Eq.(8)
are of the form
Yh[ξ] = f [ξ] + h˜
or
Yh˜[ξ] = g[ξ] + h.
The functions f [ξ] and g[ξ] at least for third, fourth degrees algebraic equation differ by
signals ± in some terms of their expressions. Observe also that the solution for a given h
receives its dual h˜ as a constant. We can conjecture if this result gives us some information
about these classes of algebraic equations. In Ref. [3] we have also defined a topological
concept termed fractal index related to the Rogers dilogarithm function and the concept of
central charge associated with the conformal field theories. The fractal index can assume
rational values and are related to the algebraic numbers which come from of the algebraic
equation for each value of h by the Eq.(8). The connection between Physics and Number
Theory is manifest because, on the one hand, we have the FQHE characterized in terms of a
geometrical parameter related to the fractal curves and, on the other hand, the dilogarithm
function appears in various branches of mathematics besides number theory, such as [8]:
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exactly solvable models, algebraic K-theory, hyperbolic manifolds, low dimensional topology
etc. Now, as was introduced in [3], we have also established a connection between fractal
geometry and Rogers dilogarithm function.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this Letter we have determined an algorithm for computation of the Hausdorff dimen-
sion of any fractal set related to the Farey series. This mathematical result is related to the
observation that the FQHE occurs in pairs of dual topological filling factors [1]. In this way,
these quantum numbers are classified in classes labeled by the parameter h and satisfy the
properties of the Farey sequences. Thus, the universality classes of the quantum Hall transi-
tions are classified in terms of h and this result is obtained from our analysis considering the
modular group for these transitions [1,6]. We have also, in our context, made a connection
between Physics and Number Theory relating the fractal geometry and dilogarithm function
through of the concept of fractal index introduced by us [3]. We have also the possibility of
fractal sets with irrational values for the Hausdorff dimension.
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